
Product Rework 
Observations and Updates



About Us
For nearly 40 years, Quality Corrections & Inspections has served as a 
best-in-class provider of product rework services to leading brands and 
factories around the world from our two U.S. locations.

We work exclusively on product inspection and rework projects.  The 
inspections, alterations, corrections, or repairs you require on your 
valuable inventory is performed by long-tenured professionals (“shoe 
dogs”) with extensive experience.

In addition to footwear products, we also regularly work with products 
such as apparel, accessories, and a variety of other general consumer 
merchandise.

 



Learn More
Visit our website at qualitycorrections.com for more on our services and 
some of our blogs that share a variety of tips, insights, and best practices. 

 

        



What’s New, What’s in Store for ‘24
Apparently supply chain disruption and change is still a thing.

Issue:  Sourcing diversification.

Misc.:  Tariff rate change impacts; supply chain resilience and flexibility is 
needed for risk mitigation in a changing world; geopolitical issues.

Impacts: New factories can equal new problems as the onboarding of new 
suppliers and new talent can put stresses on production efficiency and 
quality.

Consider: Potential need for additional QA/inspection points in supply 
chain, issues can lead to increased potential for product reworks.

 



What’s New, What’s in Store for ‘24
Apparently supply chain disruption and change is still a thing (continued).

Issue:  Changes in consumer demand and decline in overseas factory 
utilization (orders down overseas).

Misc.: Talk to Gary, our respected FDRA Economist. It’s difficult to get a 
grasp on what’s next for the economy.  In any case, changing consumer 
demands and preferences, along with declines in overseas factory 
utilization has potential “spin off effects”.

Impacts: The volatility and uncertainty can lead to skilled worker 
displacement at factories; needs for hiring/training new inexperienced 
staff; delayed/postponed capital investment; supplier relationship issues.

Potential End Result: More of the same……potential needs for additional 
QA/inspection points in supply chain, issues can lead to increased 
potential for product reworks.



What’s New, What’s in Store for ‘24
Apparently supply chain disruption and change is still a thing (continued).

Issue:  Shipping disruptions and fluctuating transit times for goods to reach 
originally intended destinations (e.g. Red Sea, drought conditions impacting the 
Panama Canal, Baltimore bridge collapse, hurricane/monsoon seasons, and more).
 
Misc.: Just when you think things were getting better post Covid, the supply chain 
curveballs continue. 

Impacts: Unforeseen delays in shipping can put product at risk when in less than 
favorable, non-climate-controlled conditions while at sea beyond original delivery 
forecasts.

Potential End Result:  Hello mold, mildew, and wet product.  



What’s New, What’s in Store for ‘24
QCI project types by volume over the last 12 months.

  



Blind Spots
Some new considerations for product rework

“If you don't like what's being said, change the conversation” - Don 
Draper, Mad Men

Sometimes, product rework gets portrayed in a bad light (“We’ve got a 
problem!”, “…but the cost”).  However, oftentimes product rework 
resides at the intersection of where “situations” can meet 
“opportunities”. 

Consider – Opportunity cost for potential lost sales.  Many products can be recovered, 
restored, or repaired to first quality and command originally forecasted MSRP. 

Consider – What can it do for your brand image and quality reputation when you can 
capture and correct product “flaws” before they arrive in stores or at customer doors?

Consider - What can it do for your ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) efforts?   
Could you map, measure, and possibly demonstrate an 
estimated reduction in environmental footprints for 
your annual impact statements by performing and 
tracking costs/benefits of product rework efforts?



Blind Spots
Choosing a product 
rework partner

Many companies vet 
their overseas 
factories.  Do you vet 
your product rework 
partner? How far do 
you go?

The best companies 
do, here are some of 
the factors they 
consider   



Contact Us For More Information

West Coast
Randy Burk, Executive Vice President

882 American Pacific Dr., Ste. A, Henderson, NV 89014
Randy_Burk@qualitycorrections.com

Phone: (702) 719-2322

East Coast
Mark Shaw, Global Operations Manager 

611 Gildea Drive, Duncansville, PA 16635
Mark_Shaw@qualitycorrections.com

Phone: (814) 696-3737

www.qualitycorrections.com

Request your FREE project analysis today


